
1. CALLING IN SUPPORT  

 Done at the end of a unit’s activation in the lock-on phase. 
o Not all units may call in support (see table below). 

 Calling in support costs CP (see table below). 

 Some strikes require contact to the target (see table below). 
o Can be either LoS or a contact marker, which is consumed. 

SUPPORT COST CATEGORY THAT CAN CALL IN CONTACT 

Airplane 2 CP Recon Helicopter & Off-Table Radar (not AWACS) Yes 

UAV 1 CP Any Helicopter Yes 

Artillery 2 CP Recon Helicopter Yes 

Radar / SAM 1 CP Any Helicopter No 

 Calling in unit rolls a crew skill test (roll less than or equal to crew skill on d6). 
o The CP are spent whether or not the roll is successful. 
o Strike Groups with the Recon doctrine get a -1 bonus to their roll. 

2. A IRPLANE  

 May place lock-on markers, up to plane’s tracking, on target unit and any revealed 
targets within 8cm. 

o At least one marker must be on the original target. 
o Locked on targets must be all land or ground (no mixing). 

 Roll d12, the plane enters from this clock angle relative to the target’s facing. 
o Must be at least 32cm from target (other-wise add 3). 

 Altitude of plane is equal to target if air (any for ground), but at least 1 from 
ground level at entry point. 

o Airplanes must always be at least 1 level above the ground. 

 Do not track or lock-on other targets and do not reveal units. 

 Airplane enters in reserve following reserve phase and always moves with orders 
22 , 22- or 22. 

 Airplanes enter as revealed targets. 

 Airplanes may only target designated targets. 

 Airplanes may be targeted by other units as normal, may have intercepting 
aircraft called in too. 

 Aircraft must wait for 4 turns once they leave the board until they can be called in 
again. 



3. UAV  (UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE) 

 Same as airplanes with the following exceptions 

 Entry point is determined by d12, but is relative to table instead of target(s) 
(players nominate 12 o’clock prior to rolling). 

 Entry altitude is d3+1 facing the centre of table. 

 Always move with order 22-. 

 UAVs can track and lock-on targets, but do not have a visual range. 

4. ARTILLERY  

 Start the game as ground contacts on the board edge and are revealed when 
successfully called in. 

 Can only target ground units and an artillery marker is placed on the target . 

 Artillery fire is resolved when ground units are activated 

 The target unit and each unit within 4cm is targeted. 

 Artillery fire is resolved like other fire with the following modifications: 

ATTACKER MODIFIERS DEFENDER MODIFIERS 

+ Accuracy parameter of weapon 

+2 if the target is a landed helicopter 

Standard terrain bonuses 

 Infantry units hit are automatically suppressed even if no damage is done. 

 Full Rocket Salvo: Rockets may add +2 to their artillery and damage rolls, but 
cannot be used again in the game. 

 Danger Close: If friendly units are within 4cm roll a d6: on a 1 they are hit, on a 
2-6 the blast radius is 2cm (they may still be hit). 

5. OFF-TABLE RADARS (INCLUDING AWACS &  SAMS) 

 Start the game as contacts (either ground of air) and are revealed when 
successfully called in. 

 Do not target a unit, but rather roll their tracking and lock-on rolls immediately. 

 Line of contact comes from the close point to the target on the targeting 
player’s edge. 

 Range is always counted as outside long range. 

 SAMs fire their missiles during the weapon phase as a ground unit at targets 
they have locked-on. 

 SAMs may only fire at targets at least 1 level above the ground. 

 


